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Introduction 

  Identified for its diversified culture and traditions, India witnessed a process of 
assimilation and synthesis of cultures during the Indian subcontinent’s medieval period. 
Undoubtedly, however, the advent of British colonialism during the seventeenth century 
profoundly altered Indian life, culture, and polity. Conquering forces undermined 
Ancient Indian customs and values, and “Hindu” practices1 were decried as being 
superstitious. Consequently, the scathing attack on Indian culture and religion generated 
vehement criticism from English-educated Indian intelligentsia including Ram Mohan 
Roy, who even claimed that “the British did not want the light of knowledge to dawn on 
India.”2  

The expansion of Christianity in India constitutes one of the most remarkable 
cultural transformations in its social history. Western missionaries in general and 
Protestant Christians in particular, who operated within and through the colonial 
enterprise, criticized Hindu religion in a narrow and dogmatic manner in an attempt to 
prove it “inferior,” discrediting it in the minds of the Indian intelligentsia.3 Consequently, 
scholars view the role of Western missionaries in shaping the nature and course of 
Christianity in India in more abrogative and adverse terms4 as their strategies, which 
were complex in nature, created tensions and conflicts within indigenous cultures. 
Christian converts in India very often felt that they were the victims of their cultural 
background, since missionaries had so much power and control.5 As a result, both Hindu 
and Christian nationalists and liberal-minded intelligentsia attempted to develop 
counteractive strategies to “Indianize” Christianity. They largely viewed the religion as a 
“foreign import,” although for some, this involved efforts to make the Church more 
“Hindu” or Sanskritic in its liturgy, hymnody, and architecture.6 

This paper attempts to look critically into different stages of localization and 
Christian inculturation in South India.7 At the outset, it examines how missionary 
attitudes towards indigenous masses compelled the newly converted Indian Christians to 
come out of the missionary fold to establish their own fission model.8 It further traces 
the roots of localization through the ideological discourse promoted by the Indian 
intelligentsia at the time, namely Indianization.9 In this context, terms such as 
Indigenization or Hinduization, and Westernization etc., are used to explore how counter 
movements substantially resisted missionary attempts to present the Christian message 
in an Indian way. Despite the fact that missionary scholars like Robert Eric Frykenberg, 
Norman Etherington, Geoffrey Oddie, Susan Billington Harper, David Maxwell, Dick 
Kooiman, and others have argued extensively about Indian Christians’ active 
involvement in the indigenization of Christianity, this study deals largely with the 
strategies adopted by educated Indian Christians to uncap the springs of acculturation. 

Hindu-Christian Model  

The socially and economically challenged sections of the South Indian society 
included: Shanars (later known as Nadars),10 Paravas,11 and Pariahs,12 who were treated 
as “outcastes” and denied ordinary citizens’ rights such as the use of public streets, wells, 
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etc. These groups constituted a notable Christian population when Robert de Nobili13 
was actively involved in propagating the Christian faith. Despite the fact that the 
converted Christians were allowed to retain their former social customs and usages, the 
upper strata of the society identified conversion to the Christian faith with the process of 
Westernization.14 As a result, de Nobili adapted a system externally by dressing like a 
Sannyasin and even openly calling himself a Roman Brahmin15 with a view to “Indianize” 
Christianity—e.g. imitating Brahmins by wearing ochre robes and wooden sandals, 
taking vegetarian food, constructing chapels in Indian or Hindu style, and replacing 
Anglican usages with Sanskrit including ‘’Kovil’’ for the place of worship, “Arul” and 
“Prasadam” for grace, “Guru” for priest, “Vedam” for Bible and “Poosai” for mass to 
communicate his message to Tamil audience. He thus set a precedent for the process of 
“Indigenization” in India during later periods.16   

It was the Western missionaries who initiated studies on culture, society, and 
religions of the indigenous masses17 to assess the situation in many parts of South India. 
They observed that the people were “neglected for ages,” which in turn made them 
pathetic in terms of socio-economic conditions.18 Missionaries were of the opinion that 
Nadars, with some exceptions, were slaves of the dominant castes.19 Robert Caldwell,20 a 
missionary-cum-Bishop in Tirunelveli21 of South India, described the Nadars as: 
“Belonging to the highest division of the lowest classes or the lowest of the middle 
classes.”22 Similarly, H. R. Pate descried the Nadars as a caste group, “inferior” to other 
“privileged” sections of the society. Subsequently, Kearns, a missionary scholar, opined: 
“Nadars are among the worst types of the human family.”23   

Studies made by Western missionaries on Nadars over a period of time attracted 
open criticism from the lettered masses,24 who in turn made attempts to translate their 
studies into vernacular and also undertook initiatives to distribute translated copies to 
their fellow community members both in South India and abroad to make them 
understand what they believed to be the misrepresentation of their community by 
missionaries’ works. They further alleged that in most of the missionary periodicals,25 
emphasis was placed on European culture, civilization, morality, and so on. 

Furthermore, the master-servant relationship between missionaries and the 
Indian Christians widened the gulf between these two races further than ever before, 
while the relationship between missionaries and the empire became increasingly 
cordial.26 The effects of Western dominance were therefore felt not only in the political 
sphere but also in the wider religious sphere. Converts, who closely observed the 
activities of missionaries, were targeted for allegedly having anti-white sentiments.27 
Over a period of time, a group of Christians in Tirunelveli made an attempt to 
disassociate themselves from missionary organizations, as they felt that the white men 
used the Bible only to rule them.28 The Nadars, who were identified as inferior, began to 
question the paternalistic domination and guiding control29 of the missionaries and even 
claimed that the sincere milk of the work of the Lord was adulterated by the poison of 
impure European traditions.30  

When the Western missionaries felt that their superficial knowledge of the 
vernaculars and artificial sympathy31 for the converts partially disconnected themselves 
socially, they began to utilize the colonial connection and wrote letters to the sub-
collector of Tirunelveli. As a result, warrants were issued for the arrest of local Christians 
including Sattampillai, also known as Arumainayagam, who in reaction to Western 
missionaries’ domination established his own church called Hindu Church of Lord Jesus 
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in 1857 on the model of Jewish temples. He even started calling himself a rabbi and 
emphasized mainly Old Testament principles and doctrines.32  Despite the argument that 
“zeal for caste” and “Hindu sentiments” were the prime forces for the establishment of 
his church,33 the way in which Sattampillai and his associates drew parallels between the 
Jewish customs and ancient Hindu traditions, incorporating a number of local Hindu 
customs into the church, totally rejected Western Christianity as “inauthentic.”34 In fact, 
the Hindu Church of Lord Jesus had crucial implications on the nature and course of the 
foreign missions in South India largely due to Sattampillai’s equal faith in both Hindu 
and Christian religions. He even rejected everything that appeared to him to savor of a 
European origin, with a view to make a fusion model of Hindu-Christian religion without 
any assistance from “white” European missionaries.35 Subsequently, the socio-religious 
reform movements, writings on issues like church autonomy and ‘Churchianity’ by 
educated Indian Christians, and the growing Indian nationalism, centered largely around 
Bengal, began to undermine the attempts to Westernize Christianity36 through 
multifarious strategies. 

Discourse of De-Westernization  

When the missionaries felt that there was a growing anti-European syndrome 
among the Indian Christians, emphasis on training local converts became inevitable.37 
Missionaries even admitted that no English or European missionary would individually 
take the task of propagating Christianity without the help of local converts. During this 
period, a range of debates took place in India on the so-called Indianization of Churches 
in an attempt to free the Indian churches from the growing influence of Western 
theology. In most of the churches established by Indian Christians, the use of vernacular 
languages for liturgy, the employment of local musical traditions, and adaptations of 
Indian architectural patterns in the building of churches became the order of the day.38 
As a result, missionaries slowly and steadily started withdrawing themselves voluntarily 
from many of the mission stations in South India—partly due to the compulsion of 
Indian Christians to develop their own material resources to promote the indigenous 
church, and partly because of the growing anti-Western theological sentiments that 
Indian theology was superior to the Western counterpart.39   

The last decade of the nineteenth and first quarter of the twentieth centuries 
marked a distinct change in theological discourse in India. The growing Indian national 
movement in Bengal, which later came to be called the “Bengal storm”40 by Stephen 
Neill, made an indelible mark on the intelligentsia of Indian Christianity. For many of 
the leaders of socio-religious movements, Christianity was closely linked with 
imperialism, which later resulted in the revival and reassertion of Hinduism in conscious 
opposition to Christianity.41 Nevertheless, a number of educated Christians, both Indian 
and foreign theologians including Kali Charan Banerjee, Sathianadhan, K. T. Paul, 
Vedanayagam Samuel Azariah, Whitehead, C.F. Andrews, Appasamy, Chenchiah, and 
Vengal Chakkarai, became critical not only of the British raj but of the Western captivity 
of the Indian church at large.42 

Notions that “the spread of more effective Western techniques and the extension 
of a more dynamic Western culture are often accepted as inevitable and self-evident” and 
“supervision and control of the local pastors by Englishmen was a necessity” were 
vehemently criticized by the educated Indian Christians, for they felt that the statements 
reflected deeply embedded Euro-centric perspectives, providing no scope for indigenous 
Christianity in India.43 Many times, Western missionaries faced objections not only from 
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people belonging to non-Christian faiths but also from Christians at large.44 According to 
the local Christians, this opposition was partly due to Western missions’ suspected 
attitude and behavior towards native missionaries, “lack of openness, absence of 
devolution of responsibility, and above all their ‘spiritual or cultural hegemony.’”45 While 
a large chunk of Christians were prepared to continue in a predominantly Western 
tradition of church organization, a small but vibrant educated Christian population was 
constantly insisting on the significance of Indian national and cultural traditions and 
their relevance to Indian Christianity. Discourses about ‘Indian-ness’ and ‘nationalism’ 
became a visible sign in the day-to-day activities of nationalist sentiments amongst 
Indian Christians, which later resulted in the formation of organizations like Indian 
Missionary Society and National Missionary Society in 1903 and 1905 respectively.46  

During this time, a few liberal Western Bishops “imagined” themselves as true 
champions of the Indianization of Christianity.47 V.S. Azariah, a close associate of the 
then-Madras Bishop,48 had been asked by John Mott, the chairman of World Missionary 
Conference, Edinburgh to give an address on The problem of Co-operation Between 
Foreign and Native Workers in the Younger Churches.49 In his address, he underlined 
the “true relationship” of foreign missionaries in the following lines:  

I do not plead for returning calls, handshakes, chairs, dinners and teas as 
such. I do plead you [foreign missionaries] to show that you are in the 
midst of the people to be to them not a Lord and master but a brother and 
friend. Through all the ages to come the Indian Church will rise up in 
gratitude to attest the heroism and self-denying labors of the missionary 
body. You have given your goods to feed the poor; you have given your 
bodies to be burnt. We ask also for love. Give us friends.50 

This speech had crucial historic implications on the course of the foreign missionaries in 
India and abroad. Subsequently, Western missionaries undertook initiatives to solve the 
ongoing ‘cold war’ between these two races. Indian Christians, as a result, had proved 
themselves to be partially successful when they acquired V.S. Azariah as their first Indian 
Bishop in 1912 at Dornakal in the then Madras Presidency.51 Yet bishops who were in 
favor of British leadership were extremely “doubtful” of his leadership, and the English 
missionaries were “horrified” and even wrote letters to the Madras Bishop that they were 
not willing to work under an Indian bishop.52 

After his consecration, the focus of attention revolved largely around the 
Indianization of Christianity in one way or the other. One of Azariah’s objectives was that 
the faith must be presented in terms and worship conducted in a manner most natural 
and intelligible to the people of India. He iterated that worship in Western forms was 
foreign and strange to the Indians. In fact, he encouraged the use of Indian customs and 
tunes in the church. Emphasis on local methods of offering to God, harvest festivals, 
notion of first fruits, a remarkable example of the adaptation of Indian art to Christian 
worship in Dornakal Cathedral, and so on helped to ground worship in local values.53 
Although missionary scholar Susan Billington Harper argues that the church 
indigenization was the product of the Western Orientalist rather than indigenous 
impulses, the way in which Azariah rejected Western missionaries’ suggestion to replace 
his bishop’s miter with a turban disproved the popular Oriental imagination, showing his 
continued confrontations with Western missionaries with regard to the Indigenization 
process.54 Despite the fact that the continued demand for a “truly Indian Church” can be 
traced back to the last decades of the nineteenth century, which the Christian Press 
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carried with huge coverage,55 Azariah could raise his voice wholeheartedly in favor of 
indigenization only after acquiring the  “power chair” of bishop.56   

Nonetheless, the concept of inculturation remained too theoretical for the newly 
converted, inexperienced Indian evangelists. In fact, it did not attract a great deal of 
attention from the grassroots level Christians, as they had been accustomed 
predominantly to the Anglican model of worship for a considerable period of time. The 
way in which Azariah used strategies to indigenize Christianity so as to undermine the 
growing influence of Western practices in Indian Christianity influenced a sizable 
Christian population, but the notion of Christian inculturation thorough theological 
discourse remained untouched in South India.57  

“Cleansing stagnant Western waters” and indigenization in the making  

Protestant Christian attempts to indigenize Christianity over course of time 
deeply impacted on their Catholic counterparts. When a group of nationalist leaders who 
associated themselves with the Indian National Congress felt that “Christianity in India 
was full of stagnant Western waters and could be cleansed only through Indian Christian 
literature,”58 the tensions and conflicts between these two races came to “most explicit 
expression.”59 Establishment of non-denominational missionary organizations by both 
Indian and liberal Western Christians challenged the Western theology through Indo-
centric perspectives. Kali Charan Banerjee, who joined the Indian National Congress in 
1885, set up a non-denominational Christian organization called Christo Samaj in 1887. 
He wore the clothes of a Sannyasin, a conscious hearkening back to Robert de Nobili and 
his policy of inculturation. His association with Scottish missionaries in Bengal made a 
tremendous impression on the Scottish missionaries in Madras, especially Madras 
Christian College, the then-epicenter of the Re-thinking Christianity in India Group.60 
Consequently, de Nobili model of inculturation began to influence Indian theological 
discourse, leaving space for the Madras School of Theologians to initiate their own 
inculturation model called “Re-thinking Christianity in India Group.”61 

The Re-thinking Group, based at Madras Christian College, felt that the 
missionary emphasis on institutions like “church” in India was not at all wise and 
reiterated that Christianity must understand the spiritual genius of India, methods of 
work, forms of worship, and categories of thought so as to take root in the Indian soil.62 
As a result, development of spirituality through the Bhakti tradition—i.e. loving 
surrender to God,63 “raw fact of Christ,”64 (experience of Christ that Hindus could share 
with Christians), and inculturation of the Christian faith through the notion of avatar65 
(incarnation of a deity on the earth)—became the order of the day. However, the Re-
thinking Group’s attempt to develop distinctive Indian theologies, with a view to make 
use of the rich diversity of forms and modes of thought of “Hindu” philosophies, could 
attract only a particular section of the Christian community. Similarly, nationalists 
including Gandhi gave an open call to the Christian intelligentsia to reform the 
institutionalized church for allegedly having impurities and its denial of salvation to all 
who were not considered Christians.66  

It was during this period that initiatives were made to localize Christianity using a 
fusion model called the ashram strategy. The very idea of establishing an ashram—a 
small community of faithful people living a life of the greatest simplicity as disciples of a 
guru—for Christians, became a reality only after Gandhi made a speech on the concept of 
ashram in a conference in Madras Christian College in 1915.67 The proponents, who were 
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attracted largely by the ancient Hindu idea of ashram, criticized the institution of church 
in the public domain for allegedly having quarrels, hierarchy, ritual, and fixed dogmas 
and concluded that the church was interested more in administration than Christian 
life.68 As a result, the first Christian ashram, called Cristukula Ashram69 and founded by 
both a foreign missionary70 and an Indian named S. Jesudasan71 in 1921 in Tamil Nadu, 
continued the task of making distinctively Indian forms of Christianity. Interestingly, 
Gandhi was invited to this ashram and appreciated its remarkable endorsement of 
another religious ethos. The Cristukula Ashram aimed largely at establishing new and 
vital forms of Christian community to align with the ancient Hindu idea of the ashram. 
The founders of the ashram in their book Ashram Past and Present72 argue that the 
Christianity should keep itself free from hierarchical institutions like church, with a view 
to attract more Hindus to the Christian ashram. They even identified themselves Hindu-
Christians, emphasizing only “spiritual” matters.73 

The Cristukula Ashram applied remarkable strategies towards Christian 
inculturation in South India, which included re-thinking everything in the light of 
theology through mysticism to suit the Indian context.74 Attempting to understand how 
Christianity was related to Indian thought and became a “living force” in the country, 
Indian theologians were inclined to think that it would place great emphasis on mystical 
experience.75 As a pursuit of achieving communion, mysticism was identified with 
“conscious awareness of ultimate reality, the divinity, the spiritual truth, or God through 
direct experience, intuition, or insight.”76 Interestingly, Western missionaries who came 
to India to “give” the Hindus Christ acknowledged that they “discovered” Christ more 
deeply through Hindu mysticism and admitted that India plunged them more vigorously 
into Christ’s mystery than anything from their Christian backgrounds.77 It was in this 
context that Indian Christian theologians viewed Bhakti mysticism as a bridge of 
understanding between Hinduism and Christianity,78 for they felt that of all Hindu 
religious experience, Bhakti mysticism was the nearest to Christian mystical 
experience.79    

The so-called Hindu-Christian theologians in India attempted to situate the 
writings of the New Testament within the discourse of Hinduism. Similarly, some of the 
missionaries from both Protestant and Catholic denominations, who preached 
Christianity in the South India, mastered Sanskrit in order to convert the local masses 
and to be in tune with the prevailing conditions.  They handled a volume of Sanskrit 
words in preference to vernacular languages to widen the scope of inter-religious 
dialogue.80 They proclaimed that: “If St. John had been writing his Gospel in India, he 
would have used the term ‘Om’ in place of Logos…In our ashram every morning we 
reverently say together ‘Om, shanty, shanty, shanty. We lose something very precious in 
our spiritual Indian heritage by a needless foolish fear of syncretism.”81 As a result, the 
belief that the knowledge of God and of truth can be attained through spiritual insight 
and independently of reason was propagated more widely by Indian theologians than 
ever before, whereby monasticism flourished in India, reaching the highest mark of 
mysticism in the last decades of the twentieth century.82 Attempting to localize 
Christianity, Indian Christian intelligentsia functioned as a bridge between Indian 
monastic traditions and Christian spirituality with a view to “Hinduize” Christianity by 
incarnating it into India’s culture, way of life, prayer, contemplation, and liturgy.83      
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Concluding Remarks 

Although emerging largely through obscurantist operations, the Indian Christian 
intelligentsia made persistent and prolific endeavors against the complex motives of 
Western missionaries and the notions of Westernization through a range of localization 
initiatives84 that challenged the Western missionaries’ Euro-centric approach. The 
Christian inculturation, an ecclesiological revolution intended to develop inter-religious 
dialogues in South India, remains an unfinished and partial success. The Hindu-
Christian fusion model of indigenization further opened up public spaces, whereby new 
forms of Christianity began to emerge to the tune of cultural heritages that were deeply 
embedded in the Indian subcontinent. 

 The way in which European missionaries looked at Indian Christians—“weak” 
and “ignorant” for clinging to “old habits…heathen rules…and superstitions”—was 
judged unacceptable to Indian Christian intellectuals. As a result, the contest against the 
foreign missionary dominance compelled the Indian Christians to make efforts to 
contain Christianity in an indigenous framework so as to identify Western Christianity as 
a mixture of gospel, politics, power, and European customs. Although it is argued that it 
was not Indian Christians who formulated indigenous interpretations of Christianity, but 
the Brahmo Samaj, founded by Ram Mohan Roy, it should be noted here that the 
pioneers of localization included individuals like Sattampillai, who constructed for the 
first time the notion of “Indian” forms of Christianity, advocating a “Hindu” way of 
prostrating before the deity, the use of frankincense, sitting on the floor, and 
worshipping God with folded hands.85   

With the tremendous increase of Western missionaries in South India in the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, Christianity was too easily identified as a foreign 
religion. It was in this scenario that V.S. Azariah, members of Madras Rethinking Group, 
and others who favored inculturation got their inspiration largely from the 
simultaneously growing Indian nationalism. In fact, they had taken up the task of 
initiating an “Indian” Christian theology for the development of indigenous 
understandings of Christ and Christianity in India.86 Furthermore, initiatives made by 
Indian Christian theologians eventually opened up new avenues whereby the Christian 
message was conveyed to a “Hindu” middle class through indigenous philosophies. K. P. 
Aleaz, an Indian scholar on theology, argues: “The life and work of Jesus manifest 
Brahman, the Supreme Self, as the pure consciousness, reveals the all-pervasive power, 
and proclaims the liberative, illuminative, and unifying power.”87  

Expounding the meanings of Western Christian theology with special reference to 
its Sanskrit roots, the ashram model made further attempts to accelerate the process of 
indigenization. Breaking new grounds for Hindu-Christian dialogue, the establishment 
of Christian ashrams as adaptations of an Indian institution played a crucial role for 
inter-religious centers. Considered largely as products of pro-Indian culture and spiritual 
traditions, these ashrams increased membership in “Hinduized” Christianity, because for 
a large number of Hindus the hierarchy-oriented church was seen as a barrier to interest 
in Christianity.88 It is in this context that the idea of uncapping the springs of localization 
can be understood not in terms of keeping Christian theological interpretations national 
or international but expressing the “universal character” of Christianity in terms 
understandable to every family, caste, region, and nation.89 The conscious process of 
Christian acculturation in South India therefore sowed the seeds for Hindu-Christian 
inclusivism by accommodating Hindu philosophies, leaving the scope for new forms of 
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Christianity and inter-religious dialogue alive.  
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